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Albertans on the 
FEI Ranking List

The Longines Rider Rankings list is released 
monthly from the international governing body 
of equine sport, the FEI. The rankings as of 
March 31, 2019 (specifically for Alberta riders) 
are as follows:  

Show Schedule
2019 

May
May 4-5 Spruce Meadows

May 10-12 Spruce Meadows
May 15-19 RMSJ

May 17-20 Blue Sky Classic 
May 21-26 Tbird
May 22-26 RMSJ

May 28-June 2 Tbird

June
June 5-9 Spruce Meadows ‘National’

June 12-16 Spruce Meadows ‘Continental’
June 19-23 RMSJ

June 25-30 Spruce Meadows ‘Pan American’
June 26-30 Tbird
June 27-30 RMSJ

July
July 3-7 Spruce Meadows ‘North American’

July 3-7 Tbird
July 17-21 RMSJ

July 19-21 River City Classic
July 25-28 Amberlea Meadows ‘Jump for Hope’

August
July 31-August 4 RMSJ

August 7-11 Tbird
August 7-11 RMSJ
August 13-18 Tbird
August 14-18 RMSJ
August 20-25 Tbird

Alberta 
Ranking

Canada 
Ranking

World 
Ranking

Rider

1 6 190 Vanessa Mannix
2 7 228 Kara Chad
3 13 363 Jim Ifko
4 14 381 Lisa Carlsen
5 18 493 Jenn Serek
6 19 510 Rachael Cornacchia
7 24 612 Ben Asselin

8 33 923 Jaclyn Duff
9 35 956 Jenna Thompson
10 40 1053 Austin Krawitt

T-11 T-41 T-1084 Bretton Chad
T-11 T-41 T-1084 Tayah Sobie
13 46 1424 Jacqueline Colborne

T-14 T-50 T-1472 Elizabeth Gingras
T-14 T-50 T-1472 Kyle Timm

Contributing Writers:   Sandra Sokoloski | Alexander Grayton | Dr Andre 
Chaves | Kevin Holowack | Dr Shawn Mattson | Steve Morris | Holly 
Grayton

Disclaimer: Reproduction, printed or electronic, in whole or part of any material contained in this 
publication, without prior written permission of Holly Grayton is strictly prohibited. While the 
greatest care has gone into the assembly of the information contained in this publication, Alberta 
Show Jumpers does not assume responsibility for errors, omissions or changes. The content of 
submitted articles and advertisments are the opinion of the writer/ creator alone, and may not 
reflect the opinion of Alberta Show Jumpers. No responsibility for loss occasioned to any person 
as a result of any material in this publication can be accepted by Alberta Show Jumpers, its editor 
or its contributors. Photographs submitted to Alberta Show Jumpers for publication are handled 
with the utmost care to ensure credit and approval from the photographer; Alberta Show Jumpers 
assumes no responsibility for errors or omissions from photograph contributors. We reserve the 
right to edit or refuse any material, as no material is guaranteed publication.

www.mooreequine.ca


www.jumpalberta.ca


Keep ABSJ Going
ABSJ Magazine’s objective is to create a sense of community surrounding 
show jumping in Alberta, while providing interesting and exclusive content 

for readers. 

We are proud to be a free magazine, supported solely by advertisers who 
want to reach our readers. 

This year we are reaching out to our readers to support us in any way they 
can with our GoFundMe campaign. If you get something out of ABSJ and 
can help us stay on our mission, please think of donating! We rely on the 

community’s spirit and readers like you.

www.gofundme.com - search ‘Keep ABSJ Going’

GoFundMeAd2019.indd   1 2019-04-01   9:27 PM

www.gofundme.com
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Breeding: What to expect
Dr Andre Chaves, DVM

It’s breeding season! You’ve carefully 
researched your breeding stock, signed the 
stallion contract, and have your mare in great 
breeding condition. As jumper breeders you’ve 
paid very close attention to the mother-line 
of your mare in particular, and to that of the 
stallion. Jumping ability is highly heritable 
after all, especially when focusing on the right 
mothers throughout the maternal side of the 
pedigree. 

So, now what? By now you know if your stallion 
contract is for frozen or fresh, cooled semen. 
You know that fresh semen presents a higher 
conception rate over frozen, however, there are 
many successful frozen semen pregnancies. 
The next step is to book your mare in for her 
pre-breeding wellness exam at the reproduction 
centre of your choice. 

At Delaney Veterinary Services this exam 
consists of an initial ultrasound of the uterus and, 
depending on the findings, potentially followed 

by a culture/
cytology and 
biopsy. Metabolic 
disorders should 
also be addressed 
at this time, if 
necessary. Once 
results are in, the 
veterinary team 
can make a plan 
and start tracking 
the mare’s cycle. 

Mares that live 
outside can be in 
transition in early 
spring, but they 

often have the first good cycle of the year by 
the middle of April, on average. The best time 
to admit your mare to the clinic is once it has 
been established that she is cycling regularly. 
This allows the veterinary team to pay close 
attention to the changes in her uterus and 
ovaries, and to order semen for insemination as 
close as possible to ovulation. 

To help ensure the optimal timing for 
insemination, a vet can induce ovulation to 
ensure the best chance for conception. Once 
inseminated the vet will watch your mare’s 
uterus for any signs of inflammation and 
perform the necessary procedures to give the 
embryo its best chance of survival. 

Generally pregnancy can be confirmed 
approximately 14 days after ovulation, and once 
confirmed in foal you can pick your mare up 
with the anticipation of a fantastic jumper foal 
in about 340 days!
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PERFORMANCE ENHANCING COMPETITIVE EDGE SCIENTIFICALLY EFFECTIVE

Fuel your horse's body with the 
super neutraceutical Collagen/HA 
matrix technology to improve joint 

health, reduce recovery time, 
promote healthy skin and coat, 

hooves and enhanced gut health 
in this all in one, clean, natural 

and powerful formula

A breakthrough discovery for 
athletes and performance horses. 
Give your horses (and yourself) 

the competitive edge - with 
formulations for horses, pets and 

humans, your entire family is 
powered by Liquid Biocell

A human bioavailability study showed  
within 28 days daily intake of Liquid 
Biocell lead to a 6000% increase in 
hyaluronic acid in the body which 

supports cartilage and joint lubricating 
synovial fluid

WHAT THE EXPERTS ARE SAYING
""Liquid Biocell has quickly become a necessity in my practice. From the younger horses for prevention 

to the performance horses for recovery, and the aging horses for improvement in mobility, Liquid Biocell 
has displayed multifaceted results. Our clients love having a clean and natural alternative to injections 
that does so much more than improve the joint health of our horses. And I love that we get to feel the 

results for ourselves with the human and pet lines too"
- Dr. Carla Francheville, DVM Equine Lameness and Sports Medicine

GET IN TOUCH:                                          403.542.8507                                  trifectaeq@gmail.com                   

WWW.TRIFECTAEQ.CA
USE REFERRAL CODE:    8649715     FOR $10 OFF YOUR FIRST ORDER

THE WORLD'S PREMIER, NATURALLY DERIVED COLLAGEN/HA MATRIX 
WITH SCIENTIFICALLY TESTED EFFECTIVENESS.

AWARD-WINNING. 7 US & INTERNATIONAL PATENTS

www.trifectawq.ca
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Many riders, young and old, are not very 
symmetrical when they ride. With being right-
handed or left-handed, some asymmetry is 
natural. However, symmetry when riding can 
be trained just like people can learn to adapt 
and accomplish many skills after losing a limb. 
Most asymmetry, or crookedness, is due to either 
postural ‘laziness’ or 
injury. 

Crookedness that 
appears with riding 
is usually reflected 
in daily life. “The 
posture you live 
in, is the posture 
you will ride in.” 
Sitting twisted at the 
computer or standing 
slouched over on 
one hip will create 
motor memories in 
your body that will 
not automatically 
disappear once 
riding. Unfortunately, 
this crookedness 
causes further wear 
and tear on your 
body and if there is no pain now, there will be. 
Think of a wire that is bent back and forth many 
times. Although it can still bend and hold things 
together, it is wearing out and eventually breaks.

The biggest problem is that once the crooked 

pattern is instilled in the body, the brain tells 
you this position is normal and it becomes 
more difficult to overcome. Once pain is 
created from the ongoing stress on the muscles, 
joints and ligaments, more adaptive posturing 
results and the body can not function (i.e. ride) 
optimally. The obvious result is that your horse 

feels everything and 
to do its job, it must 
first overcome being 
unbalanced by your 
crookedness and then 
must work harder 
in certain areas to 
overcome the uneven 
tension in your body. 
Horses eventually 
‘break’ too. At the very 
least, they are unable 
to perform well… or 
comfortably.  

The answer is to do 
activities or seek 
treatment that first 
enables your body to 
move with symmetry. 
The next step is to 
teach your brain how to 

sense symmetry. Correcting crookedness must 
involve training a deep sense of body awareness. 
Teaching body awareness is a specialized skill 
that some body workers have. It is a mentally 
challenging process but your horse – and your 
body – will appreciate the effort!! 

What is the big deal 
about being crooked?

Sandra Sokoloski

PERFORMANCE ENHANCING COMPETITIVE EDGE SCIENTIFICALLY EFFECTIVE

Fuel your horse's body with the 
super neutraceutical Collagen/HA 
matrix technology to improve joint 

health, reduce recovery time, 
promote healthy skin and coat, 

hooves and enhanced gut health 
in this all in one, clean, natural 

and powerful formula

A breakthrough discovery for 
athletes and performance horses. 
Give your horses (and yourself) 

the competitive edge - with 
formulations for horses, pets and 

humans, your entire family is 
powered by Liquid Biocell

A human bioavailability study showed  
within 28 days daily intake of Liquid 
Biocell lead to a 6000% increase in 
hyaluronic acid in the body which 

supports cartilage and joint lubricating 
synovial fluid

WHAT THE EXPERTS ARE SAYING
""Liquid Biocell has quickly become a necessity in my practice. From the younger horses for prevention 

to the performance horses for recovery, and the aging horses for improvement in mobility, Liquid Biocell 
has displayed multifaceted results. Our clients love having a clean and natural alternative to injections 
that does so much more than improve the joint health of our horses. And I love that we get to feel the 

results for ourselves with the human and pet lines too"
- Dr. Carla Francheville, DVM Equine Lameness and Sports Medicine

GET IN TOUCH:                                          403.542.8507                                  trifectaeq@gmail.com                   

WWW.TRIFECTAEQ.CA
USE REFERRAL CODE:    8649715     FOR $10 OFF YOUR FIRST ORDER

THE WORLD'S PREMIER, NATURALLY DERIVED COLLAGEN/HA MATRIX 
WITH SCIENTIFICALLY TESTED EFFECTIVENESS.

AWARD-WINNING. 7 US & INTERNATIONAL PATENTS
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Developing Young 
Riders 2019

Holly Grayton

Equestrian Canada’s Youth Development 
Program has unveiled a major change at the 
top, as Alberta’s Dayton Gorsline takes over the 
reins from Canadian team rider Beth Underhill, 
who has been the head of the program since its 
inception in 2015. 

We had the chance to catch up with Dayton to 
talk about the program, its challenges, and the 
road ahead. 

It is no doubt that Canada has some supremely 
talented riders coming up through the ranks, 
and the nation’s performance at the North 
American Youth Championships (NAYC) 
over the past few years is proof. Just last year, 
Canada’s Children’s team won Gold (featuring 
Alberta riders Olivia Stephenson, Eric Krawitt, 
and Stella Chernoff), as well as individual 
Gold (Stephenson) and Silver, while the Junior 
team won a Bronze medal (featuring Alberta’s 

Madison Hilderman, Austin Krawitt, and Anya 
Bereznicki). 

The majesty of Canada’s triumphs in 
championships is not unique to the young 
rider level, as Canada often punches above its 
weight on the world stage in show jumping. 
At the Olympic Games in recent memory, Eric 
Lamaze won individual Gold at Beijing 2008 
and Bronze at Rio de Janeiro 2016, and Canada 
won team Silver at Beijing 2008. 

Some of the challenges of high performance 
riding in Canada span the age groups, as 
geography presents the biggest hurdle. Canada 
is quite simply a very large country, with riders 
competing within the same nation but 3000km 
apart at any given moment, and the demand 
to have potential team riders travel to any 
one location for any sort of trial is effectively 
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Developing Riders

Contact DK Saddlery to set 
up a Dare to Compare!

www.dksaddlery.com
403.615.5435

dkroetch@platinum.ca

Dare to Compare
Try our fully adjustable and customizable 
air panel saddle in a ‘Dare to Compare’ 
appointment, and let your horse tell you 

which saddle he likes better! 

“The difference 
I feel in my 

horse is 
obvious, I can’t 

believe we 
didn’t try this 

sooner!” 
-Alex Grayton

Consider the following questions:
1. Do you believe your horse’s back 

changes or should change over time?

2. Do you believe your horse’s back is 
asymmetrical?

3. Do you have an understanding of your 
horse’s shoulder movement? 

If  you answer yes to any or all of  these 
questions, next ask what your current saddle 

does to address these! DK saddles are 
immediately and fully adjustable, air-filled for 

asymmetry, and are designed with the only tree 
that truly frees the shoulder.

impossible. 

In order to address this primordial issue, the goal 
is to develop better clarity about a way to track 
horses and riders in the youth program, and 
to find a method to appropriately standardize 
results to be able to effectively compare them. 
For example, jumping at Spruce Meadows in the 
1.40m division should possibly be ‘weighted’ 
differently than a 1.40m competition during the 
week at any other venue in the continent. At the 
very least, this is part of the discussion.

Always a consideration in youth sports is to 
find a way to offer guidance and education 

opportunities as the athletes find their way in 
the sport with their own individual coaches. In 
this next era of the Youth Program, seminars 
and information sessions will continue to 
grow, and consistent consultations with all of 
the athletes and their support systems will be 
encouraged. This is intended to promote the 
healthy development of athletes in the long-
term, without unnecessarily pushing young 
athletes to do more than they are ready for. 

We wish the best of luck to all of Canada’s 
young riders! 

www.dksaddlery.com
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Get Outdoor Season 
Ready!

Kevin Holowack

The winter was long, but your outdoor arena is 
defrosted and ready to use. The jumps come out 
of storage, but the question is: what course do 
you set? 

Here is a simple course that can be set in a 
100’ x 200’ arena (or bigger) to work on those 
‘questions’ a course designer might ask you as 
you head into the show ring this spring!

Although there are infinite courses that a 

course designer can set, they all encompass a 
few basic questions. First of all when it comes 
to the actual obstacles themselves, a course 
designer asks the questions of scope, bravery 
and carefulness. If your horse possesses these 
three attributes, they have the ability to jump 
the obstacles successfully. 

The course designer can then ask for rideability, 
which encompasses collection, extension and 
the ability to steer. One of the largest struggles 
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Home of $5 Fridays
Every Friday Shavings Only $5 per Bag 

(Limit 10 shavings per customer, pick up only)

FOLLOW US ON     
For weekly specials

www.lonestartack.com
Call/Text 403-730-9498

coming out of hibernation in a small indoor 
arena is the ability to find a normal 12’ canter 
stride again, and this course provides the 
opportunity to get comfortable doing just that, 
among other things. 

A-B: 74’
C-A: 76’
D-B: 85’
H-E: 75’
E-F: 62’
F-G: 25’
I: 9’ Lateral Bounce Grid

A-B is a normal 5 stride line. This line can also 
be worked on a collected 6 strides; 

C-A is a direct forward 5 strides or an outside 
collected 6 stride bending line;

D-B is a direct 6 stride or outside collected 7 
stride bending line;

H-E is a normal 5 stride bending line;

E-F is a slightly forward 4 stride line;

F-G is a normal 1 stride combination;

I is a set of normal bounces/cavalettis, set on 
an angle to allow a rider to work their horse’s 
balance and lateral flexion through this simple 
exercise before, after, or built into their jumping 
session. 

A little bit about Keving the course designer: 
Kevin Holowack took the path less followed to end 
up being an up-and-coming Senior-level ‘R’ Course 
Designer in Canada and the USA. 

He grew up riding and competing in hunters and 
show jumping to the National level before moving to 
Europe to pursue his riding and horse sales business 
ventures. 

Upon returning to Canada Kevin followed his life’s 
second passion, architecture, while continuing 
to ride and show. After completing his 4-year 
Bachelor’s Degree in Architecture & Construction 
Building Systems, he went on to work professionally 
for three years building equestrian stables and 
country estate properties in Ontario. 

Moving to Vancouver in 2015, Kevin refocused his 
passion back on the competitive horse show industry 
as a rider. He also found a beautiful relationship 
between architecture and the creative artistry of 
show jumping in the part-time profession as a 
Course Designer. 

He has quickly become recognized for his ability as 
a Course Designer thanks in large part to his own 
riding and competition history, and is now building 
for horse shows across Canada and the USA. 

When Kevin is not Course Designing he can still be 
found riding and importing horses from his contacts 
in Europe.

Get Outdoor Season Ready!

www.lonestartack.com
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Canada’s newest top contender in FEI 
competitions happens to also be an Albertan, 
and we couldn’t have been more excited to talk 
with her – not only because of her recent rise 
into Canada’s top 20 rankings, but also because 
she just might be the nicest person to talk to.

Rachel Cornacchia has been riding with Jim 
Ifko (his recent climb in the FEI rankings 
deserves its own headline as well) for over 12 
years. Over the last 5 of these years, they have 
joined forces in a more private business venture 
at Eventyre Farm, which has brought them both 
to top sport all over North America. 

Rachel’s belief in Jim is self-evident, as she 
describes, “I trust Jim and his process completely. 
I think the fact that he never rushes the process 
with each horse – or with me – has ultimately 
been the key to my confidence and success. His 
calm and patient demeanour has also benefited 
me greatly over the years. I used to get flustered 
and be so hard on myself if something didn’t go 
well in the ring. Now I come out with a much 
more analytical view of my ride and just focus 
on what I need to work on for next time.” The 
mantra is to keep calm and carry on!

Making Canada’s top 20 list last 
fall was truly “a dream come true”! 
Though always a competitor at each 
level along the way, Rachel had not 
contested some of the bigger FEI 
classes until quite recently when 
a very special horse came along 
– Valkyrie de Talma (Diamant de 
Semilly x Cento). Rachel explained 
that her goals of reaching the top 
levels of sport finally came closer to 
reality two years ago when she got 
Valkyrie. “After dabbling in some 
2* and 3* competitions in 2017 and 

Alberta’s Strength Rising with
Rachel Cornacchia

Holly Grayton
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having some success, I started to 
look at my future in this sport a lot 
more seriously. I think that was when 
I realized I should be making things 
like rankings etc., all a part of my 
ultimate plan.”

It’s no easy feat to have FEI ranking 
points and dreams of top sport in 
your vision with just one horse 
competing at that level, but this is all 
the more a testament to Rachel and 
Jim’s management, horsemanship 
and thoughtfulness. “I think what 

contributed to our success over the last couple 
of years was exactly that – not over showing 
or pushing Valkyrie and myself into something 
we weren’t ready for. All my horses’ health, 
happiness and longevity will always be my 
top priority. Having a great horseman like Jim 
to look up to for as long as I have has really 
instilled that way of thinking in me.”

So what are the hopes and goals for 2019? 
“Obviously I would love to continue on this path 
with Valkyrie and step it up a level with her this 
summer at Spruce and beyond. I have another 
mare, Koko Katinka (Nabab de Reve x Tinka’s 
Boy), who I teamed up with last year so I’m 
working towards getting her to where Valkyrie 
is. Keeping everyone happy and healthy is my 
ultimate goal for 2019!” 

We should also mention that Jim has a rather 
impressive string of horses coming along 
that Rachel and her Eventyre Farm own for 
him, including the Selle Francais stallion Un 
Diamant des Forets (Diamant de Semilly x 
Papillon Rouge). “Jim is such a talented rider 
and competitor so his success is just as important 
to me as mine is. All the accomplishments he’s 

Continued on page 19

Alberta’s Strength Rising with
Rachel Cornacchia

Holly Grayton
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Alberta’s Strength Rising

Continued from page 17 
had thus far are so well deserved and my family
and I have been thrilled to be a part of his riding 
journey. I hope to see him riding for Canada in 
the near future and for it to happen on one of 
our horses. It would just be another dream come 
true!” 

If that’s not enough to handle, Rachel and Jim’s 
plan includes breeding some of their super 
successful horses – some of whom you could 
buy! “Our farm is very new to the breeding 
industry but our ultimate goal is to breed horses 
that will be successful in top levels of our sport. 

We obviously want to add to our own string of 
competition horses, but we would also love to be 
a local, consistent source for prospective buyers 
to find quality horses with proven bloodlines.”

The name of the farm, Eventyre, is a Norwegian 
word for Adventure or Fairy Tale, and looking 
forward to 2019 we have high hopes and best 
wishes for these two lovely riders, competitors 
and ultimate horsepeople’s fairy-tale adventure!
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Many articles have been written, particularly 
recently, expressing how today’s generation 
needs to be more proactive, harder working, 
more patient, develop more skills, and so on. 
Including me: www.absj.ca/Articles/As a rider 
you should know 

Maybe it’s ‘our’ fault there are less and less 
good grooms nowadays. And here’s why:

Lately though I’ve been looking at the show 
jumping world and noticing it isn’t just the 
younger generation that’s impatient and finding 
short-term employment solutions a great way 

Grooms: How to inspire 
the next generation - 

Follow up
Holly Grayton

To see the previous article scan this QR or go to 
www.absj.ca/articles/as a rider you should know
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Groom Follow up
to skip through this industry. No, it’s the older 
crowd also and I count myself in that group. 
We get to the show and look to pick up some 
extra help there, and think of it as a way to 
save money as opposed to carrying staff on the 
payroll at home and on the road.  

As a result, these short-term jobs net higher 
pay and less responsibility and loyalty. The 
employers don’t have a vested interest in 
developing long-term relationships with 
grooms and likewise the grooms reflect a 
similar approach. This system can be appealing 
for certain circumstances and people, however 
it may not be supportive of the industry long-
term. 

Second to that, as a barn with top show 
jumpers and FEI horses, aren’t we devaluing 
the professional groom by saying, “I’ll hire this 
person this week, and that person next week” 
and then allowing them both the privilege and 
the immense responsibility of handling and 
caring for our most valued asset? Through this 
trend are we in effect encouraging freelancing 
and devaluing the inherent dedication in a 
permanent position?

There are many sides to each story, and after 
some careful consideration I feel I may have 
sold it short by saying the onus was solely on 
the up and coming to get it together. We, the 
older generation, need to instil some loyalty 
ourselves and honour the great grooms of our 
time by not accepting less than great, hard-
working, loyal people worthy of the title ‘team 
mate.’

APPLY TODAY for 2019-2020

Equine Science Diploma, 
Farrier Science Certificate, 

Equine Reproduction Technician Certificate, 
Exercise Rider & Jockey Training, 

Race Horse Groom Training

PROGRAMS INCLUDE: 

www.oldscollege.ca/equine
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Historically, lameness evaluation in the horse 
has relied on visual examination of the horse 
under a variety of different conditions (straight 
line, circling on a lunge line, hard ground, soft 
ground, under saddle etc.) to determine the 
presence or absence of gait asymmetries. Once 
this has been determined, the more important 
question becomes: “if gait asymmetries are 
present, are they clinically important and do 
they impair the ability of the horse to function to 
the best of its ability in its given discipline?”  In 
other words, is your horse lame or is your horse 
exhibiting gait asymmetry within a normal 
biologic range?

Currently, subjective traditional methods 
of lameness evaluation is being questioned, 
particularly with subtle lameness, and 

quantitative gait analysis is 
becoming more and more popular.  
The goal of quantitative gait analysis 
is to overcome the limited temporal 
and spatial resolution of the human 
eye (subjective assessment) to 
provide objective data that can aid 
the clinician in providing a more 
accurate clinical diagnosis. The 
devil is in the details however, and 
as veterinarians, we must critically 
evaluate the information acquired to 
determine its clinical importance. 

There are several methods of 
quantitative gait analysis including 
motion capture analysis with 

multiple cameras, force plate analysis, and 
inertial measurement units for lameness 
quantification. Wireless inertial measurement 
units are based on motion symmetry analysis 
and this technique is gaining widespread 
popularity in clinical practice due to its ease 
of use, affordability, and ability to confirm 
the lame limb in subtle lameness. I am sure 
many of you have seen these units out there 
in barns and clinics. These units can certainly 
be helpful, but it is important to remember that 
these systems use very few gait parameters 
compared to visual examination.  To ignore all 
of the variables that the human brain considers 
when evaluating soundness, particularly in the 
hands of an experienced clinician to solely 

Man Vs. Machine: 
Lameness Diagnosis in the 

Modern Era
Shawn Mattson DVM, DVSc, BSc
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Man Vs. Machine
rely on a “computer says lame” diagnosis is a 
big mistake, and does a disservice to the horse 
owning public. It is important to remember that 
gait asymmetry does not necessarily equate 
with lameness. 

Our practice has recently purchased an objective 
quantitative gait analysis system, and I feel that 
it will be helpful in certain situations where 
traditional lameness techniques have been unable 
to provide an accurate diagnosis to improve the 
soundness of the horse. It is important however 
that we use the information wisely, and not 
reject the remarkable capabilities of the human 
brain in reaching the appropriate diagnosis. As a 
well-known local professional rider said to me: 
“I thought you were the lameness locator!” 

Shawn Mattson DVM, DVSc, BSc
Diplomate, American College of Veterinary Surgeons

Diplomate, American College of Veterinary Sports Medicine 
and Rehabilitation
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In Defense of a System
Alexander Grayton

It is no secret there is an infinite number of ways 
to train a horse. They are amazing animals that 
way. Do you want them to jump? Run? Dance? 
Pull? Buck? Jump off a cliff for a ridiculous movie 
stunt? No problem, they can do it all. 

There is no shortage of ways to get them to do 
any of these things either. I imagine at one point 
in history, perhaps near the beginning of our 
relationship with these elegant creatures, the 
methods were… rudimentary. Thanks to our 
human nature though, horsemen evolved and 
understood the complexity and depth of these 
animals, and thoughtful training methods evolved. 

Even as the beginnings of horsemanship were 
unfolding the horse was still very much seen as 
a tool, for warfare or agriculture, more than as a 
companion. Now in modern days as the industrial 
revolution and the end of the cavalry as we know 
it have come to pass, the horse’s existence is much 
different on the whole. Recreation and sport are 
the primary life-callings for the equine. 

Across this broad spectrum of things that the 
horse can do, there is a through line: horses aren’t 
born doing any of these things naturally or of their 
own will, they are trained to do so. 

Show jumping is no exception, of course. While 
each horse possesses some level of innate ability or 
talent, the skill of the horse trainer is to access this 
ability and encourage it to flourish in such a way 
that we can compete in a sport that requires speed, 
strength, power, agility, technique, adaptability, 

effort, and desire. 
Well that’s a lot 
more complicated 
than just jumping 
really high! 

So it is clear 
there are a lot of 
variables at play 
here, but it is 
important to note 
that most of the 
really top riders 
and trainers in 
the world have 
their own training 
system. Or a 
method to their 
madness, if you 
will. 

There are some 
systems that are 
well-known – George Morris, for example, is a 
proponent of the American system of forward 
riding, characterized by a lighter seat; or German 
classical equitation, based on the training scale 
(or pyramid): rhythm, suppleness, connection, 
impulsion, straightness, and collection; or 
maybe the French classical equitation, which 
encompasses a lot of the same principles as the 
German system, but applied with the first ideal of 
riding to revolve around lightness. 

Perhaps another time we can delve deeper into the 

www.graytonfarms.ca
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In Defense of  a System
different schools of classical riding, but the point 
is that they endeavor to have a structure of some 
sort, or guidelines to help inform the approach to 
horse training, is a very long and always evolving 
conversation.

It seems a fair statement to say that if each 
horse is unique and has its own preferences and 
tendencies, then any good system must account 
for that. And, given 
that the sport of show 
jumping involves a 
brand new course, a new 
series of jumps, a new 
track, a totally new set 
of circumstances each 
time they set foot in the 
ring to compete, then 
the system must account 
for the horse and rider’s 
ability to adapt and cope 
with ever-changing 
conditions. We can’t 
simply get good at one 
particular course with 
the same jumps every 
time in the same place. 

So flexibility in our 
approach to training is 
actually a big part of 
a training system for 
show jumping. 

Training must be a 
thoughtful process, 
carefully trying to 
balance a million 
things at a time – age, health, training level, 
goals (immediate and long-term), rider abilities 
and tendencies, and so on. And add to that, I 
remember so very vividly from my time training 
with Ian Millar at Millar Brooke Farm, “if you’re 
not training, you’re untraining.”

That simple phrase can keep you up at night, and 
make you question every little thing you ever do 

on or near a horse, it has such immense value and 
shouldn’t be too far into the back of one’s head. 
Everything we do with our horses has some sort 
of impact, sometimes big, sometimes small. All 
the more reason to be mindful about what one’s 
system is.

So how does this manifest itself in daily training? 
We don’t exist in a world where we ride and train 

in perfect conditions 
with perfect riding 
all the time. We will, 
of course, make 
mistakes, and we 
are all bound by 
constraints – like 
show schedules, our 
own life schedules, 
lesson times with 
our coaches, and so 
on. Clearly there’s 
no one solution or 
approach that yields 
the right answer.

Maybe the idea is to 
think of the bigger 
picture, and the 
actual riding is just a 
part of what makes a 
system. 

I was recently asked 
if I could pinpoint 
the most important 
thing to know about 
show jumping. And 
I considered the 

question for a moment before answering what I 
believe to be true: it’s more than just the riding, 
it’s the care, the health and wellness, it’s knowing 
your horse, it’s the practice, it’s the ability of 
the horse both mentally and physically, it’s the 
forethought to have a plan and develop a path 
to execute it, it’s the thoughtful reflection after a 
ride, and yes of course, the riding itself is pretty 
important.  
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The Grayt Adventure

Holly Grayton’s Blog
www.thegraytadventure.com

In my life I am all-consumed with horses: reading about 
them, watching videos, what exercises we are going to 
work on etc... but more and more I find myself  growing 
and learning through my experiences with them. And 
so here it will be, my everyday meanderings about life 
through horses and sport.

GDadventureFull2019.indd   1 2019-04-12   7:24 AM

www.thegraytadventure.com
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A Letter to Myself
Holly Grayton via ‘The Grayt Adventure’ Blog

Lately I’ve been feeling pretty good, things have been going well for me at the shows, like I have 
a plan, so I think this is the best time to give my future self some advice. 

Dear Holly,

When you are feeling down, here are a few things to remember:

 1) This feeling won’t last forever – good or bad – so enjoy it or release it.

 2) Side step the spiral. Just don’t go down that rabbit hole, don’t talk about the bad, 
 don’t let people feel bad for you, don’t go there AT ALL. Things will get better.

 3) Comparison is the fastest way to take the fun out of life. Everyone goes through rough 
 patches in different areas of their life.
 
 4) When you really want something there will be bumps in the road… it’s just a test. Grit 
 is like a muscle, you need to develop it. You don’t deserve what you won’t work harder for.
 
 5) Say affirmations you actually believe. 
 
 6) Your horse does not deserve a better rider. You are in this together, and he is happy to 
 help you learn. Tell him thank you, and keep learning. 

 7) Talk to yourself as you would talk to a friend in the same situation. You wouldn’t think 
 about your friend all the nasty things you have been thinking about yourself.

 8) Take a step back and ask yourself what is actually making you feel this way? What are 
 your true feelings? Instead of angry, are you actually scared, sad, or hurt?

 9) Be grateful. When you are feeling grateful no other emotion can creep in.

Go to bed, get a good sleep and start again tomorrow. There is always another day. If you want 
it you’re going to have to work for it. It won’t come easy, even when it seems to come easy to 
someone else. You are tough enough to get through this.

Love,
You

Things like this letter are what you will find at www.thegraytadventure.com where Holly Grayton 
talks candidly about her experiences in life through horses and horse showing. 
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Common Stability Issues 
In Both Horse and Rider

Steve Morris

Looking at how mammals develop, it is usually 
through generalized play. This encourages 
coordination, stabilization and strength in an 
open and engaged manner so their bodies can 
handle what life throws at it.  

Consider that strictly focusing on one specific 
equine discipline results in asymmetrical 
changes in connective tissues, bones and joints, 
in order to handle the repeated forces inherent in 
that style of riding. Fundamentally, asymmetry 
reduces stability. Compound this with the fact 
that most athletes have a (very) dominant side. 

Finally, and importantly, consider the mental 
aspect of the athlete:  are they moving in ways 
that are protective; or fierce; or bullish; or in a 
state of joy? Whether we recognize it or not, 
each of these mental states 
will develop the muscles, 
organ systems and neural 
pathways in very different 
ways. Everything from muscle 
tightness to stability, and even 
inflammation are influenced 
by our mental state. (Note that 
“rider”, “athlete” and “horse” 
are largely interchangeable 
throughout this article). 

Given that we are in a society 
that is pushing for athletes to 
specialize early on, the need 
to have a smarter cross-training program is 
paramount. One place to start training smarter 
is in stability training. 

An undeniable truth is that all bodies need 
stability in order to move safely with either 
power or agility. However, stability can be 
produced in many different ways, and the less 
varied or more stressful an individual’s training 
is, the more likely it is produced in inefficient 
and injury-prone ways. 

The core is something that is foundational to 
stability, but poorly understood, for both horses 
and humans. It is also a discussion that needs 
more space than this article, but should not be 
ignored! For this article, I would like to focus 
a bit on hip stability, which affects 95% of 
athletes.  

There are many layers of glutes in both horses 

and humans, and they work in conjunction 
with the core and hip flexors to create stability, 
power and agility. Consider that without core 
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Common Stability Issues
there is very inefficient spine to hip stability, 
and without glutes there is very poor hip to leg 
stability. When stability is poor in the hip area, 
the hip flexors, and the deeper/smaller glute 
muscles (see images) tend to get both tight and 
weak (in horses it’s the G.medius that gets tight 
and weak). 
To develop stability in riders, single-leg 
exercises, as well as lateral work and bridging 

in all planes is essential; in equine athletes, 
lateral work, accelerating out of turns, weaving 
pole work, and hill work should be prioritized 
before forward movement and jumping work. 
Ideally, these exercises would be done under 
the watchful eye of someone who can assess 
alignment and form, and offer supplementary 
exercises where needed. Finally, along with 
the strengthening of these important stabilizers, 
there must be corresponding therapy to keep 
them from locking up due to heavy load and 
high repetition.  

All in all, the most efficient way to increase 
power and agility as an athlete, while reducing 
the risk of injury, is by continually strengthening 
the stabilizers through their full range of 
motion. Done right you will discover strength 
and coordination you never knew was there!
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Local  Alberta 
Business Listings

Associations
Jump Alberta 
www.jumpalberta.ca

Breeders
Eventrye Farms 
www.eventyre.com  
403.620.1241

Old Gate Farm 
www.oldgatefarm.com
403.556.6629

Timberlea Farms 
403.671.2003

Education
Equine Rehab 
www.equinerehab.ca

Olds College 
www.oldscollege.ca

Graphic/Web Design
Grayt Designs  
www.graytdesigns.com

Feed Stores
Lone Star Tack and Feed  
www.lonestartack.com 

Human Health
Uforia Science 
Syd Macleod 
403.540.0304

Supplements
Liquid Biocell Equine 
Kristine Semrau 
semrau.kc@gmail.com

Horse Shows
Spruce Meadows 
www.sprucemeadows.com 

Physiotherapy
Steve Morris 
steve@morriscoaching.ca

Sandra Sokoloski 
www.esportphysio.ca

Saddle Fitting
DK Saddlery 
www.dksaddlery.com

Training
Grayton Farms
Alexander Grayton
www.graytonfarms.ca

Kim Cox 
Dressage for Jumpers
 www.calgarydressage.com

Timberlea Farms
Jacqueline Patmore
403.671.2003

Veterinary
Moore Equine 
www.mooreequine.ca 



ENJOY THE TOURNAMENTS WITH A VIP EXPERIENCE.
Enjoy the sport in the exclusive comfort of a private skybox, Club International table, reserved terrace seating, or All Access Suite at all of 
our summer tournaments. With options ranging from buffets to culinary choices, private bar service to cash bars, there are endless ways to 
elevate your time at Spruce Meadows.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION AND TO BOOK YOUR VIP EXPERIENCE,
E-MAIL HOSTING@SPRUCEMEADOWS.COM OR CALL (403) 974-4264

ALL ACCESS SUITE
FRIDAY/SATURDAY/SUNDAY (PER DAY)

$150*

PER TICKET

CLUB INTERNATIONAL AT MEMORY LANE
SATURDAY/SUNDAY (PER DAY)

$200
PER TICKET

GOURMET FOOD SERVICE. 2 COMPLIMENTARY 
BEVERAGES + CASH BAR, 1 VIP RESERVED 
PARKING PASS FOR EVERY 2 TICKETS 
PURCHASED, LUXURY CLIMATE CONTROLLED 
SEATING WITH UNOBSTRUCTED VIEWS

* until May 31, 2019

CLUB INTERNATIONAL
FRIDAY/SATURDAY/SUNDAY (PER DAY)

$275
PER TABLE OF 4

HOT & COLD HORS D’OEUVRES + CASH BAR, 
2 VIP RESERVED PARKING PASSES,
COVERED TABLES ON SECOND LEVEL 
GRANDSTAND

GOURMET FOOD SERVICE, 2 COMPLIMENTARY BEVERAGES + CASH BAR, 1 VIP RESERVED PARKING PASS FOR EVERY 2 
TICKETS PURCHASED, COVERED SEATING AT TABLES ON SECOND LEVEL BALCONY

SKYBOX $1500
THURSDAY (PER DAY)

$2500
FRIDAY, SATURDAY, SUNDAY (PER DAY)

Take your view to new heights. To the sky, that is. The Skyboxes at Spruce Meadows offer unobstructed views of the International Ring and will 
accommodate up to 36 guests. Self-contained and featuring a bar and food service area, fully opening course-side windows, an outdoor heated 
patio with seating up to 30 guests, a private washroom, and a spectacular floral arrangement, this is the ultimate was to enjoy sport.
PARKING PASS FOR EACH GUEST PROVIDED. FOOD, BEVERAGE AND BARTENDER SERVICES ARE NOT INCLUDED. 18% SETUP AND SERVICE FEE.

www.sprucemeadows.com
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